
Renee, 

i) Get your piece of shit government websites back online and functional 
ii) Give me my new passport, and 
iii) Clear my path for me to board my flight I book and pay for to head out from your shit hole of 
a country 

You break my word.  

I go ahead with another attempt to stop transmitting information to you, after this email I send 
you. 

Mark Berchowitz 
+27-61-671-9857 

On 2022/02/17 21:56, Mark Berchowitz wrote: 

Renee, 

You contribute to perpetuating my trauma. 

I stop transmitting information to you, after this email I send you. 

If you break my word by force and / or force me to sign a document against my own will, that 
doesn't count in my domain. Me being physically bashed, until I sign a document against my 
own will, is something I'm familiar with. 

Fuck your world, and fuck your species. 

And Renee, you burn in hell, guaranteed. 

for an eternity. 

Mark Berchowitz 
+27-61-671-9857 

On 2022/02/17 21:05, Mark Berchowitz wrote: 

Renee, 

Your South African nation, at least, are most all immature pieces of shit for me.  

I estimate the average level of maturity, at least of your South African nation, to be equivalent to 
that of an eight year old.  

Or lower. 



fuck your species, and fuck your immaturity. 

You most all burn in hell. 

Guaranteed. 

I stop transmitting information to you after this message, unless I'm directly and / or indirectly 
forced to do so. 

Mark 

On 2022/02/17 18:42, Mark Berchowitz wrote: 

Renee, 

I stop transmitting information to you after this message, unless I'm directly and / or indirectly 
forced to do so. 

Mark 

On 2022/02/17 18:35, Mark Berchowitz wrote: 

Renee, 

Correction at 15:59: The phrase "fuck your financial institutions", must be inserted on a new 
second line break after the phrase "fuck your governments". 

Mark Berchowitz 
+27-61-671-9857 

On 2022/02/17 16:07, Mark Berchowitz wrote: 

Renee, 

I stop transmitting information to you after this message, unless I'm directly and / or indirectly 
forced to do so. 

Mark 

On 2022/02/17 16:01, Mark Berchowitz wrote: 

Subject:  
Re: Fwd: I stand alone, one man 
From:  
Mark Berchowitz <mark@greengazette.co.za> 
Date:  
2022/02/17, 16:01 



To:  
renee@lmsbrokers.co.za 
 

Renee, 

Correction at 15:59: The word "loop" is misspelled as "lo". 

Mark  

On 2022/02/17 15:59, Mark Berchowitz wrote: 

Renee, 

What's "in progress", is your government go for the same or similar scam as previously with 
your national tender bulletin, where they tell your people they have a "technical problem". 

That bullshit goes on for several months.  

Then your ignorant and / or deceived nation, only realize it's not a "technical problem" when that 
publication is in fact discovered to be discontinued months down the line.  

And that discontinuation, actually happens immediately, and by surprise, when your 
government's "technical problem" arises, 1 February, 2021. 

The same and / or similar scenario plays out with all your gazettes from your government printer 
now. 

Fuck your governments 

And fuck your nation's tolerance  

For your government's bullshit 

It appears, what's actually happening is your government drop your legacy of gazettes, "on the 
spot", until GGSA goes out of business, or indefinitely, and your people put up with and accept 
that and / or even endorse that. 

While that's going on, latest public domain gazettes circulate, and are in distribution, while 
choking and / or keeping GGSA out the lo on those gazettes, on the foundation of forms of 
discrimination and racism against me. 

Fuck most of your South African market  

And fuck most your South African nation  



As well, at least 

Mark berchowitz 
+27-61-671-9857 

On 2022/02/17 03:49, Mark Berchowitz wrote: 

Renee, 

You must tell your Visa and Mastercard networks, they also not allowed to back down on their 
assaults against me and / or GGSA. 

 

Alfred Francis Kelly Jr. is a business executive, chairman and chief executive officer of Visa Inc. 

 

Ajaypal Singh Banga is a business executive, and executive chairman of Mastercard. 

I stop transmitting information to you after this message, unless I'm directly and / or indirectly 
forced to do so. 

Mark Berchowitz 
+27-61-671-9857 

On 2022/02/17 03:07, Mark Berchowitz wrote: 

Renee, 

My comments and / or screenshot at 02:57 is one (or more) of my responses to their forms of 
financial warfare against me and / or GGSA. 

I stop transmitting information to you after this message, unless I'm directly and / or indirectly 
forced to do so. 

Mark 

On 2022/02/17 02:57, Mark Berchowitz wrote: 

Renee, 

In so far your financial institutions, Visa and Mastercard goes: 

 



That's a screenshot of the transcript between myself and Hemant, from 18 January, 2022, with at 
least one of my references, I publish in the public domain, to those pieces of shit organizations 
and / or networks of yours. 

I stop transmitting information to you after this message, unless I'm directly and / or indirectly 
forced to do so. 

Mark 

On 2022/02/17 02:32, Mark Berchowitz wrote: 

Renee, 

I stop transmitting information to you after this message, unless I'm directly and / or indirectly 
forced to do so. 

Mark 

On 2022/02/17 02:31, Mark Berchowitz wrote: 

Renee, 

In simple terms, what that translates to, is the fact you most all work against me, you actually 
working for me. 

And what that means is, as long as "you" work and / or spend any of your time and / or money 
"against me",  

I'm your boss. 

Mark 

On 2022/02/17 02:17, Mark Berchowitz wrote: 

Renee, 

Do you see at least one of the other patterns? 

That is, when people and or / organization(s) strike and / or assault me and / or my business(es) 
in one form or another, I become orders of magnitude more popular and / or famous. 

I stop transmitting information to you after this message, unless I'm directly and / or indirectly 
forced to do so. 

Mark 



On 2022/02/17 00:54, Mark Berchowitz wrote: 

Renee, 

I stop transmitting information to you after this message, unless I'm directly and / or indirectly 
forced to do so. 

Mark 

On 2022/02/17 00:53, Mark Berchowitz wrote: 

Renee, 

Linked to what I tell you about those fraudulent financial institutions in that email transcript I 
send you between myself and Maruis: 

 

..also within the past 2 days, investing.com tells me Warren Buffet "dumps Visa and Mastercard 
stocks". 

Mark 

On 2022/02/16 16:22, Mark Berchowitz wrote: 

Renee, 

Correction at 16:20: The word "defense" is misspelled. 

I stop transmitting information to you after this message, unless I'm directly and / or indirectly 
forced to do so. 

Mark 

On 2022/02/16 16:20, Mark Berchowitz wrote: 

Renee, 

In so far as peace of mind and security for your people from the perspective of defence forces 
goes: 

 

...two days ago, your business day news tells me "SA's military is on a downward spiral towards 
becoming a mere militia". 



I stop transmitting information to you after this message, unless I'm directly and / or indirectly 
forced to do so. 

Mark 

On 2022/02/16 15:56, Mark Berchowitz wrote: 

Renee, 

Not only that. 

As I tell you previously: 

You must tell you government to get electronic copies of those latest gazettes on over to me 
immediately, so I can restore gazette service levels and related confidence for your people and 
your nation, right away. 

And you must do what I tell you to do. 

I stop transmitting information to you after this message, unless I'm directly and / or indirectly 
forced to do so. 

Mark 

On 2022/02/16 15:09, Mark Berchowitz wrote: 

Renee, 

Correction at 14:59: The phrase "stability and / or security and / or" must be inserted before the 
phrase "peace of mind". 

I stop transmitting information to you after this message, unless I'm directly and / or indirectly 
forced to do so. 

Mark 

On 2022/02/16 14:59, Mark Berchowitz wrote: 

Renee, 

That's one of the reasons I tell "you", if you want a sense of peace of mind, and / or reliability, 
and / or consistency  and / or dependability, you must go with your rock solid, more than decade 
proven gazette solution. 

That's me, and GGSA. 



I stop transmitting information to you after this message, unless I'm directly and / or indirectly 
forced to do so. 

Mark Berchowitz 
+27-61-671-9857 

On 2022/02/16 14:54, Mark Berchowitz wrote: 

Renee, 

I "knock your government so hard out the public domain", it's almost (or more than) 2 weeks, 
your government is still "offline" at (https://www.gpwonline.co.za). 

I stop transmitting information to you after this message, unless I'm directly and / or indirectly 
forced to do so. 

Mark Berchowitz 
+27-61-671-9857 

On 2022/02/15 13:30, Mark Berchowitz wrote: 

Good day Renee 

Correction at 13:09: The phrase "intimate service" must be replaced with the phrase "intimate 
services, worldwide". 

I stop transmitting information to you after this message, unless I'm directly and / or indirectly 
forced to do so. 

Mark Berchowitz 
+27-61-671-9857 

On 2022/02/15 13:23, Mark Berchowitz wrote: 

Good day Renee 

There is "some sense" in why what happens to me does. That's linked to your lower frequency 
emotional energies at least in the jealousy, hatred and anger range, directed at me. 

The hate you have for me is the hatred you have within yourselves. 

 

That's a screenshot from one of my transcripts I publish online in the public domain that has 
reference to that. That text "calibrated to be" is continued in the "next" screenshots, and content 
leading up to that, in "prior" screenshots.  



I don't duplicate and or repeat my transcripts and / or content, where possible. 

Mark Berchowitz 
+27-61-671-9857 

On 2022/02/15 13:09, Mark Berchowitz wrote: 

Good day Renee 

For me as your alpha male, I previously get to have sex and mate with almost any female I want, 
almost any time I want, and almost anywhere on your planet I want.  

https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/10qXLq0G4x1YXxOipM2fbEyLVYUs7rBwk 

That's the URL link to copies of pages in my second and current passport. 

Things certainly have changed since it's now the opposite for me. 

It's at least for the past ~2 years and up until most recently, I head for or already break the world 
record for this generation's most disrespected human being on your planet.  

I'm your lowest ranking male in your society, including me being technically banned from giving 
sexy ladies some of my money for intimate service, and me being displaced from my different 
places of domicile, 9+ times almost in a row, on my prior visit to your country. 

Again, fuck your world, and fuck your species. 

Mark Berchowitz 
+27-61-671-9857 

On 2022/02/15 12:55, Mark Berchowitz wrote: 

Good day Renee 

"To 'break someone's spirit' is to destroy their self-esteem, to take away their joy in life, their 
belief and joy in who they are, to take away their dreams and the life they had hoped for, and to 
have them emotionally beaten down to the point where they go from being who they were to 
someone who has lost all hopes and dreams of the person they had once been. Breaking 
someone's spirit is often done by physical, mental, emotional or sexual abuse - or by all of these 
methods. 
 
When a person's spirit is broken, they often feel they aren't deserving of joy, or they may have 
even totally lost all hope or desire for happiness; it's a feeling of total emotional defeat. 
 
This can happen to people in many different situations and settings, such as a parent constantly 
treating their child in a demeaning and belittling manner, or a spouse treating their wife or 



husband in that manner. It can also happen to a child who is being bullied by other children, or to 
prisoners being treated badly by the prison staff or other inmates. A broken spirit can also 
happen when a person is a victim of a violent crime, such as a woman who is attacked and gang 
raped by a group of men. Having a spouse ask for a divorce or being laid off or fired from a job 
can result in a broken spirit because that person may feel rejected and unwanted. 
 
Having a broken spirit can often leave the person in a state of depression, which can also result 
in suicidal thoughts, because in many cases, the person has been conditioned to believe they 
aren't worthy of not only happiness, but also of life." Joyce Galloway Parker, studied 
psychology with emphasis on domestic and child abuse 

I copy content from one of my public domain transcripts: 

It's at least during world war II, when various experiments and / or tests are conducted, to 
discover and / or establish under what conditions and / or at what point, the human spirit yields. 

It's one of your missions, at least for the past  approximately two years to find out at which point 
my spirit yields. I document some of that in detail and prove that in my "private diary", which I 
don't release to the public domain as of yet. 

Why is that? 

a fair amount of the information i send you overlaps with a larger set of my information i 
inscribe in my private diary which is way ahead of it's time and some of which i cannot disclose 
to you at this time. 
 
in much the same way when the student is ready, the teacher appears, information on hand at the 
wrong time can be disastrous. 
 
if you give a kid a stick of dynamite and a lighter and he or she doesn't know what to do with it, 
they may end up blowing themselves and possibly others up instead of blasting away a rock face 
with riches to be sought after such as gold. 
 
even if you tell the kid what to do and what not to do with that stick of dynamite, chances are 
people will die 

I'm emotionally indestructible. 

I'm not physically indestructible.  

It's at least for the past several months or more, I'm physically intermittently dysfunctional. Even 
your world's top olympic gold medalists' bodies yield, if they pushed too hard for too long.  

Although you may temporarily discourage me, and drop or wipe out my confidence by blocking 
and / or prohibiting me from achieving most anything I set my mind to do, by your abuse of 
power, my self belief is a "one way street" that always increases. And never goes down.  



And it's currently at approximately 99.99999%.  

The fact you most all gang up against me tells me how great I am, and how immature, weak and 
feeble you most all are, and how many insecurities you most all have about yourselves. It doesn't 
make sense you most all turn against me, although in reality, that's what happens.  

And that adds to my proof  

I'm your alpha male, guaranteed 

You must read and / or analyze and / or verify the 1,000's of "pages" I document and publish 
online in the public domain before you tell me to respond to and / or answer your ignorant and / 
or already answered questions and / or comments. 

Fuck your world 

And fuck your species 

Mark Berchowitz 
+27-61-671-9857 

On 2022/02/14 14:25, Mark Berchowitz wrote: 
 

Good day Renee 

Correction at 14:20: The phrase "they also tell me" must be replaced with the phrase "News24 
also tells me". 

I stop transmitting information to you after this message unless I'm directly and / or indirectly 
forced to do so. 

Mark 

On 2022/02/14 14:22, Mark Berchowitz wrote: 

Good day Renee 

I stop transmitting information to you after this message unless I'm directly and / or indirectly 
forced to do so. 

Mark 

On 2022/02/14 14:20, Mark Berchowitz wrote: 

Good day Renee 



Your government "migrates" the source of distribution of your national tender bulletin in various 
forms and / or formats other than "the tender bulletin" to your treasury some time last year.  

Less than 1 week ago, Fin24, of News24 tells me: 

"Treasury moves to fill 67 strategic vacancies following exodus of senior employees." 

https://www.news24.com/fin24/economy/treasury-moves-to-fill-67-strategic-vacancies-
following-exodus-of-senior-employees-20220209 

That's the URL link to that article. It's at that URL, they also tell me "the search is on for an 
accountant general, and chief procurement officer", and that 67 strategic vacancies are advertised 
by your treasury.  

Why is that, and what's the link on tenders and / or procurement and / or accounting and / or 
allocation of your government's resources, if any? 

Mark 

On 2022/02/14 10:31, Mark Berchowitz wrote: 

Good day Renee 

I stop transmitting information to you after this message unless I'm directly and / or indirectly 
forced to do so. 

Mark 

On 2022/02/14 10:30, Mark Berchowitz wrote: 

Good day Renee 

GGSA makes available your official tender bulletin for free for several years.  

That's the first publication your government does away with and / or pulls from the public 
domain (more than a year ago), at least in it's genuine and / or authentic and / or original form. 

So don't tell me GGSA limits distribution of gazettes by levying a nominal fee.  

By your government pulling your tender bulletin from mainline distributions and / or form, they 
make tenders less visible, concealed and hidden. Which favors corruption, under the table deals,  
and leans towards "inside information trading" on your tenders. 

That means it's not only GGSA that loses out on provision of that service and / or information to 
your people.  



Moreso, your nation loses out since instead of government budget and / or resources allocated to 
the benefit of your people, it more likely ends up in the pockets of your corrupt officials and / or 
others with that change of law and / or protocol they go for. 

Mark 

On 2022/02/14 10:04, Mark Berchowitz wrote: 

Good day Renee 

Correction at various messages from this end:  

"knock your government out the public domain" must be in double quotes as a figure of speech. 
That applies to the fact your government is technically "offline", and I and my content is in the 
public domain and "online".  

Plus, not only is your government "offline", at least some of those latest "public domain" 
gazettes are in circulation and / or distributed to people and / or organizations of your 
governments "preference and / or choosing", (excluding GGSA). 

Again, fuck your governments and your governments' bullshit. 

I stop transmitting information to you after this message unless I'm directly and / or indirectly 
forced to do so. 

Mark 

On 2022/02/14 09:53, Mark Berchowitz wrote: 

Good day Renee 

I stop transmitting information to you after this message unless I'm directly and / or indirectly 
forced to do so. 

Mark 

On 2022/02/14 09:52, Mark Berchowitz wrote: 

Good day Renee  

Correction at 09:50: For the first instance of the word "your", the letter "y" must be capitalized. 

Mark 

On 2022/02/14 09:50, Mark Berchowitz wrote: 



Good day Renee  

your account with GGSA is closed due to reasons provided linked to boycott, disrespect, 
harassment, manipulation, libel and trauma. 

You not allowed to open another account with GGSA, even under a different email address and / 
or profile. 

So when I tell you, "go with your undisputed gazette winner, that's me and GGSA", that applies 
to "you" in the plural form, excluding "you" (in singular). 

I stop transmitting information to you after this message unless I'm directly and / or indirectly 
forced to do so. 

Mark 

On 2022/02/14 09:38, Mark Berchowitz wrote: 

Good day Renee  

I document and publish a number of scenarios in the public domain, where by abuse of power, 
my word is broken by force. 

I stop transmitting information to you after this message unless I'm directly and / or indirectly 
forced to do so. 

Mark 

On 2022/02/14 09:31, Mark Berchowitz wrote: 

Good day Renee  

Quit teaming up with  

And / or backing and supporting your losers 

Go with your undisputed gazette winner 

That's me, and GGSA 

Mark 

On 2022/02/14 09:21, Mark Berchowitz wrote: 

Good day Renee  



It appears I not only knock your government out the public domain,  

Also (opengazettes.org.za) or OG, at least to some extent. When I visit their website my laptop 
screen tells me as of 1 January, 2022, they no longer update their gazette archive. 

OG is a competitor to GGSA, that can only barely attempt to compete with GGSA by "running at 
a loss" for several years, and offering all their services for free. Only way they can stay on their 
feet financially, is with non-stop foreign and / or other investments and inflows. 

That tells me they either finally "throw in the towel" and / or give up on their feeble attempt to 
take on GGSA, or they have inside information from your government that your official gazette, 
at least in the form it's in for the past several decades or more, will cease to exist. 

OG's business is a consortium of at least the following entities: Openup, The Indigo Trust, 
Codebridge, SAFLII, Code for Africa, and your ANCIR. 

Even with OG's consortium and backers and / or investors, they also don't stand a chance against 
me (combined). At least not without your market teaming up with financial institutions and 
governments by boycotting GGSA. 

Fuck your fraudulent joint and / or collaborative efforts as well to force your rock solid, decade 
proven winning gazette solution, GGSA out of business. 

Mark 

On 2022/02/13 13:50, Mark Berchowitz wrote: 

Good day Renee  

I stop transmitting information to you after this message unless I'm directly and / or indirectly 
forced to do so. 

Mark 

On 2022/02/12 14:38, Mark Berchowitz wrote: 
Good day Renee  

The Government Gazette (Afrikaans: Staatskoerant) is the gazette of record of South Africa. It is 
the "official organ of Government".[1] The Government Gazette is used by the government as an 
official way of communicating to the general public — Wikipedia 

Mark 

On 2022/02/12 14:01, Mark Berchowitz wrote: 

Good day Renee 



I copy content from one of my public domain transcripts: 

I send you a copy of your most recent official tender bulletin of South Africa, dated 29 January, 
2021, previously published weekly, most every Friday.  

In so far as production of that publication goes, an electronic version, at least, can be technically 
typed up in a Microsoft Word application, or similar. 

That tells me the extent to which your government has a "technical problem", goes as far as your 
government not being able to purchase a Microsoft Office license, and install that app on a PC. 

Plus, your government can't figure out how to do that, or even figure out how to pay someone to 
do that, "given" one year to do so. Fuck your governments and fuck your governments' bullshit. 

Mark 

On 2022/02/12 13:46, Mark Berchowitz wrote: 

Good day Renee 

So does that mean I knock your government out the public domain? 

Or your government decides to pull out of the public domain temporarily, and / or transition to 
permanently (as they do previously with your tender bulletin) and / or change and / or override 
those applicable acts and / or laws and / or amendments to weaken and / or put GGSA out of 
business. 

Your government stops publishing your official tender bulletin ~1 year ago, 1 February 2021 due 
to a "technical problem", and that goes on for several months or more after which time your 
tender bulletin of South Africa, as such, ceases to exist. 

Mark 

On 2022/02/12 13:24, Mark Berchowitz wrote: 

Good day Renee 

It's at least for the past week or so 

I and my content is in the public domain 

And your government printer 

And / or your latest gazettes 

Are out the public domain 



Mark 

On 2022/02/12 12:14, Mark Berchowitz wrote: 

Good day Renee 

Correction at 19:41, 11th February: The word "steps" must be inserted after the phrase "take one 
or more". 

Mark 

On 2022/02/11 20:08, Mark Berchowitz wrote: 

Good day Renee 

Another pattern that persists,  

Is the work and time I put in, for free, which is at least most of the past ~2 years, for myself and 
the greater good for most other people, that doesn't make a cent difference to my bottom line, is 
used to the benefit of others, and to my determent. 

Fuck your forced slavery, induced trauma for me, fraud, controls, unreasonable demands and 
deadlines you and your people set for and / or impose on me as well. 

Mark 

On 2022/02/11 19:50, Mark Berchowitz wrote: 

Good day Renee 

It's not possible for me to "make things happen" for you, if you're all neutral and / or in favor of 
corruption, fraud, abuse of power and so on. 

If that's the world you all want, and the world you all insist on, there's nothing I can do that's 
within my domain of power and influence that can change that. 

Mark 

On 2022/02/11 19:41, Mark Berchowitz wrote: 

Good day Renee 

Instead of one or more of you, putting up one of your hands and telling people "I'm no longer 
neutral and / or in support of the corruption, fraud and bullshit that's going on", you back it. 



Now I've already done 99%, or more of the work on that for you and / or your people on relevant 
and / or applicable topics within my domain.  

You must "pull your finger(s) out your arses", and take one or more, even simple steps, towards 
a better future and life for your people, with or without me. 

Mark 

On 2022/02/11 19:21, Mark Berchowitz wrote: 

Good day Renee 

You use the fact your government printer's website is "down" as an excuse to boycott GGSA 
again, and you give your financial institutions an opportunity to make it look as if "things are 
cooling down" at their end 

So they can resume their fraudulent assaults against me and / or GGSA in the coming days to 
weeks. And that's how the pattern of assaults against me and / or GGSA persists.  

By repeatedly switching the source and / or origin of the assaults against me and / or GGSA so as 
to not overexpose any of the fraudsters and / or offenders. 

Plus, your market then indirectly tells me, all of a sudden, gazettes older than 2 weeks are 
"irrelevant" and there's little to zero demand for those as well. 

Fuck your manipulation, and covering up for each other on "your" fraud and bullshit. 

Mark 

On 2022/02/11 19:01, Mark Berchowitz wrote: 

Good day Renee 

Correction at 19:00: The phrase, "at least" must be inserted between the words "fuck" and 
"your". 

Mark 

On 2022/02/11 19:00, Mark Berchowitz wrote: 

Good day Renee 

Instead of going with me on the lead, on my simple solution and / or way forward, to the benefit 
of many to most people, you and your nation backs your government's abuse of power, and 
boycotts GGSA.  



And you do that, to make our problem, mine. 

Which I have zero control over. 

Fuck your South African nation. 

Mark 

On 2022/02/11 17:27, Mark Berchowitz wrote: 

Good day Renee 

I stand alone, one man 

And neither your corrupt and fraudulent governments, nor financial institutions, nor corporates 
combined, stand a chance against me 

By abuse of power 

I never anticipate your "entire" market joins forces with those pieces of shit, and assaults and / or 
attacks me and / or GGSA in one form or another as well. 

That's my error. 

Mark 

On 2022/02/11 08:28, Mark Berchowitz wrote: 

Good day Renee 

Correction at 08:21: The phrase "on your 1-month GGSA subscription" must be inserted after the 
word "refund". 

Mark 

On 2022/02/11 08:21, Mark Berchowitz wrote: 

Good day Renee 

If you: 

i) send me your mobile number and / or  
ii) tell me to put a hold on and / or stop transmitting information to you and / or 
iii) send me your bank account number for your pro-rata refund  

That doesn't count as harassment from your end 



When I tell you our "conversation" is public domain, and I tell you to send me your mobile 
number to resume that conversation in the public domain,  

And instead, you phone my mobile number  

From your landline several times 

That is 

Mark 

On 2022/02/11 08:01, Mark Berchowitz wrote: 

Good day Renee 

If I recall correctly, there's only one person that tells me to put a hold and / or stop transmitting 
information via email and / or whatsapp.  

And that's Hemant Vanmali. 

Mark 

On 2022/02/11 07:51, Mark Berchowitz wrote: 

Good day Renee 

As with many to most people I transmit information to via email, whatsapp and so on, most 
nobody tells me to put a hold on and / or stop transmitting information to them. 

There's obviously a reason for that. 

In many of my transcripts, which I also classify as public domain, I go into far more detail than 
in this email thread. Some of my transcripts span as many a a few, to several hundred whatsapp 
screenshot pages. 

Mark 

On 2022/02/11 07:35, Mark Berchowitz wrote: 

Good day Renee 

Correction at 07:18: the phrase "past ~2 years, when I ejaculate" must be replaced with the 
phrase " past ~1 year and 3 months, when I ejaculate" 

Since that symptom of mine kicks off around November, 2020. 



Mark 

On 2022/02/11 07:26, Mark Berchowitz wrote: 

Good day Renee 

Correction at 07:24: The phrase "one of the reasons" must be inserted between the words "also", 
and "why". 

Mark 

On 2022/02/11 07:24, Mark Berchowitz wrote: 

Good day Renee 

While we're on that topic, that's also why I tell your people among other things, "fuck your 
species as well". 

Mark 

On 2022/02/11 07:18, Mark Berchowitz wrote: 

Good day Renee 

International news tells us I'm your number one sex tourist worldwide. I live at the sex capital of 
the world for ~3 years previously. That's where I become world famous. 

I'm technically banned from giving sexy ladies some of my money for intimate services for 
almost two years now, also worldwide.  

To answer your question "Where do you people get off?": 

What I do "exclusively" for the past ~2 years or so on that is, I masturbate.  

And because of my ludicrous sex drive, I masturbate as many as 3-4 times a  day. Even so, that 
doesn't seem to keep my sexual biological system functioning correctly since for the past ~2 
years, when I ejaculate, there's intermittently blood in my semen. 

That's correct, instead of my semen being transparent and / or white, it's red. 

In so far as "where" I masturbate, or "get off" goes, that's most often in the shower, where 
possible. 

Mark Berchowitz 

On 2022/02/10 14:39, Mark Berchowitz wrote: 



Good day Renee 

If you think you can get away with your assault against me and / or GGSA as a customer of 
mine, think again. 

Mark 

On 2022/02/10 14:37, Mark Berchowitz wrote: 

Good day Renee 

Your profile and / or account with GGSA is closed. 

You must give me your bank account details to pro-rata refund you on your one and only, 1-
month subscription of R129. 

And you must do what I tell you to do. 

Mark 

On 2022/02/10 14:26, Mark Berchowitz wrote: 

Good day Renee 

Public domain information I document and publish, at least at that URL link I send you at 13:45 
is served from multiple geographic locations, with multiple backups. 

Mark 

On 2022/02/10 14:18, Mark Berchowitz wrote: 

Good day Renee 

Correction at 13:16: the phrase "against me" must be inserted after the phrase "non-cooperative 
position". 

Mark 

On 2022/02/10 13:45, Mark Berchowitz wrote: 

Good day Renee 

https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1IVV5EwSfot3Bm55dmLUafiKjYn11h7p4 

That's the URL link to the online copy of my information I send you, as classified and published 
in the public domain. 



The following stern warning and / or disclaimer applies to this email thread: 
 
You not allowed to forward this email and / or thread and / or link(s) to anyone else unless, they 
are open to explicit and / or offensive material, and they are of age. People that don't match my 
minimum set of requirements are not allowed to access and / or read material from this email and 
/ or follow links and / or access content from that online folder, or other folders at that same 
online public Google drive folder tree.  

Neither I, nor GGSA accept responsibility and / or liability for access to, or the material or any 
website which is linked to and / or from information at those public online folders. By providing 
links to other websites, neither I nor GGSA, guarantee, approve or endorse the information 
available at other websites, nor does a link indicate an association with, or endorsement from 
myself and / or GGSA. 

Mark Berchowitz 
+27-61-671-9857 

On 2022/02/10 13:37, Mark Berchowitz wrote: 

Good day Renee 

I reserve my right to copy and / or reproduce any of my information I send you in my 
communications with you, for the public domain. 

And any other information I transmit from this end, where legally applicable. 

In a nutshell, what I tell you, that's not within reason, in violation of your privacy and / or 
confidentiality, is my information.  

Your tiny print disclaimer doesn't prohibit me from reproducing information I send you, which is 
the facts, and the truth. 

Your exact written words to me are:  

I must tell "my government gazette"? 
Where do you people get off?! The audacity leaves me dumbfounded ... 
Write to them yourselves!! 
 
You take my money for a service you are supposed to be providing and then I must do your work 
for you? 
 
If I could I would give you a zero star rating on Hello Peter! 
What a scam if ever there was one!!! 

And fuck many to most of your reviewing platforms, and obvious biased reviews to harm and / 
or discredit me and / or GGSA. 



Mark 

On 2022/02/10 13:16, Mark Berchowitz wrote: 

Good day Renee 

This email thread kicks off with you asking me "When will your legal notices be updated again?" 

I explain to you in strait forward, crystal clear language what the situation is, and that it's not 
within my control as to when I can "make things happen" for you.  

In addition, I tell you what those recurring problems are, and propose ways they can be resolved 
going forward.  

Instead of co-operating with me and to the benefit of your people, you think you the same or 
similar to your incompetent government, and take on a non-cooperative position as well. 

What the fuck? 

How much of your time and / or effort does it take you and / or your people to send your 
government an email and CC me on that?  

Plus, I tell you who's in charge there, and who's responsible for some of your possible 
frustrations and / or delays in you getting the gazettes and / or information you want on time. 

Mark 

On 2022/02/10 13:02, Mark Berchowitz wrote: 

Good day Renee 

Plus, you not allowed to back down on your assault against me and / or GGSA. 

You must take full responsibility for information you send me in an email, publish on a 
reviewing platform and / or other medium. 

Mark Berchowitz 
+27-61-671-9857 

On 2022/02/10 12:52, Mark Berchowitz wrote: 

Good day Renee 

And if you send me another response via email on this without your mobile number, that's 
construed as harassment from your end, using your tiny print disclaimer as false protection on 
your assault against me and / or GGSA. 



Mark Berchowitz 
+27-61-671-9857 

On 2022/02/10 12:47, Mark Berchowitz wrote: 

Good day Renee 

You must give me your mobile number immediately to resume communication on this topic, 
over whatsapp, in the public domain. 

And you must do what I tell you to do. 

Mark Berchowitz 
+27-61-671-9857 

On 2022/02/10 12:38, Mark Berchowitz wrote: 

Good day Renee 

Your government is non-cooperative with GGSA. 

That's why I tell you, that you must tell your government printer to give us those gazette 
documents.  

They not allowed to selectively distribute that information classified as public domain to people 
and / or organizations of their choice and / or preference. That's in direct contravention of your 
constitution.  

And international treaty and law on public domain content. 

So you must do what I tell you to do. 

I classify this email transcript as public domain as well. 

Mark 

 


